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By: Sagi Keren

Abstract

Clinical guidelines aim to provide standards for patient care. Encoding guidelines in a computer-interpretable format and integrating them with an Electronic Medical Record (EMR) can enable delivery of patient-specific recommendations when and where needed. The Guideline Interchange Format, version 3 (GLIF3), is a modeling language for representing sharable computer-interpretable guidelines (CIGs) and sharing them among healthcare institutions. Sharing a CIG necessitates mapping its data items to the institutional EMRs.

We developed a framework called Knowledge-Data Ontological Mapper (KDOM) that enables bridging the gap from high-level abstractions used in CIGs, which are not site-specific, to specific EMRs. Bridging the gap has two sides: (1) using an ontology of mappings, and an optional reference information model of medical data, to map an abstraction gradually into EMR codes, and (2) automatically creating SQL queries to retrieve the EMR data into the GLIF3 knowledge-base abstractions. We evaluated the KDOM framework by mapping a GLIF3-encoded guideline into two different EMR schemas and by using the mapping ontology to define mappings from 15 GLIF3-encoded guidelines and one guideline encoded in the SAGE formalism into our reference information model. Our evaluation showed that KDOM satisfies the following evaluation criteria: latitude, declarativeness, expressiveness, minimal changes to encoded guideline and EMR, transferability to another EMR, applicability to many kinds of guidelines, and support for different types of guideline formalisms.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Clinical practice guidelines intend to provide knowledge needed for decision making about a specific health problem. They include information about modalities and evidence for diagnosis, prognosis and treatment, and other knowledge needed for decision making regarding patient-specific treatment. The main benefit of such guidelines is improvement of the quality of care received by patients [1]. Computerizing guidelines in a way that they can deliver decision support during clinical encounters has been shown to increase guidelines' impact on clinicians' behavior [2].

The Guideline Interchange Format, version 3 (GLIF3), is a computer-interpretable language for representing and conveying clinical practice guidelines in a form appropriate for automatic decision support on treatment that can be applied to specific patients during clinical encounters. The ultimate goal of GLIF3 is to develop a standard for representing guidelines that facilitates their sharing across software tools at different medical institutions that manipulate, analyze, or otherwise compute with an electronic representation of clinical guidelines [3].

When guidelines are used for decision support concerning a patient's treatment, it is very useful to have them draw data from electronic medical records (EMRs). In particular, this linkage will save clinicians the need for entering patient data that already exists in the EMR, thus reducing data-entry errors. Hence, patient data items and medical concepts to which computer interpretable guidelines (CIGs) refer must be mapped to EMR entries [4]. Furthermore, it is extremely useful to allow CIG encoders to represent a guideline using generic clinical concepts and patient data items instead of using institution-specific data models and codes. In this way, CIGs
that are developed at one institution may be shared by other institutions. Reusing an encoded guideline's recommendation among different institutions is an important goal, because the encoding task is laborious and time consuming [3].

GLIF3 has a layered approach for referencing clinical terms. This approach can potentially aid in mapping CIG clinical concepts and patient data items to EMR fields. One layer of GLIF3 defines the clinical meaning of the concepts using codes from medical vocabularies. Another layer defines the structure, or data model, of the patient data items [5]. The developers of GLIF3 proposed another layer, called the Medical Knowledge Layer, that will define an interface for linking the guideline encoding with external medical information and knowledge sources, such as EMRs, clinical vocabularies, order-entry systems, and drug hierarchies, yet this layer has never been developed. The work proposed here is an attempt to define a systematic approach for mappings between medical concepts and data items of a CIG to an EMR. In addition, the work presented in this paper defines, in part, the Medical Knowledge Layer of GLIF3.

Defining mappings between a CIG's patient data items and EMR fields involves several challenges. One challenge is that the units of measurements and time granularities of the EMR data may be different than that used by the guideline encoding. Shachar [6] dealt with this challenge by mapping EMR's local measurement units to predefined basic measurement units (e.g., gram) of a primitive domain (e.g., weight) or to primitives between two domains (e.g., weight/volume). She built transformation functions from one basic measurement unit to another so it will enable converting from one basic measurement unit to another.

A second challenge is that different institutions may use different data models and terminologies for expressing the same data entry. For example, 'popliteal pulse of the left leg diminished' may be represented in one institution with two fields - the item and its value (item: 'popliteal pulse of the left leg', value: 'diminished') whereas in another institution it may be represented using three fields - item, position and value (item: 'popliteal pulse', position: 'left leg', value: 'diminished'). The mismatch in data model and terminology combinations is a problem that has not been completely solved in the context of CIGs. Parker and colleagues [7] tried to tackle this challenge by defining detailed clinical models as restrictions on a virtual medical record in order
to specify a broad set of classes of information that are of interest to modelers of clinical guidelines. Their intention was to provide a constrained and standard way of expressing a clinical concept, where all the assumptions about the data representation are made explicit.

A very important challenge in mapping CIGs to EMRs involves the ability of a CIG encoding to use high levels of abstractions, which are concepts or ideas not associated with any specific EMR data, (e.g., "malalignments of the foot" that abstracts away from raw data about particular malalignment types found in the right or left foot). High levels of abstractions provide independence from lower-level implementation details that may change with time or may vary across database systems [8]. We note that creating CIG encodings that contain concepts that are very abstract (e.g., "high blood sugar") may result in undesired ambiguity. So, an appropriate level of abstraction is desired so that a concept is well understood but is not tied to particular EMR implementation. In the literature, we can find different kinds of abstractions: temporal abstractions and concept abstractions.

**Temporal abstraction** provides a useful and flexible method for obtaining an abstract description of multi-dimensional time series [9, 10]. For example, checking whether the patient has "high sugar level at least 5 hours after treatment" means that the time-stamped data should be analyzed to find an episode of 'high' sugar level whose timestamp is greater or equal to 5 hours after the timestamp of the treatment episode. This episode, whether found or not, must be reported to the guideline execution unit which will commence response. Therefore, if developers of computer applications in the medical domain are to model successfully the ways in which clinical data are recorded and are used, they cannot ignore the temporal dimension of such data [11].

Concept abstractions fall into two categories: terminology abstractions via classification hierarchies and definitions of abstract terms. In a **classification hierarchy**, a concept that is a parent of other concepts creates an abstraction for the lower-level concepts (e.g., an antibiotic is a parent of penicillin). In **definitions of abstract terms**, abstract terms can be defined using expressions that relate to basic concepts. For example, *isolated systolic hypertension* can be defined as a situation in
which patients not taking anti-hypertensive agents have systolic blood pressures of at least 140 mmHg and diastolic blood pressures less than 90 mmHg.

There are many benefits to using abstractions. First, by using abstractions, the encoder of the guideline may use terms that are closer to the professional medical language instead of using some programming or querying language to refer to EMR codes directly, a task that medical doctors are usually not familiar with. Second, abstractions allow encoders to use generalizations that save time and space because they do not need to specify a criterion for each specialized case, but can specify a criterion in general terms (e.g., if antibiotics is given then anaphylactic shock is a possible complication. This does not need to be stated for each particular kind of antibiotics). Third, abstractions are useful to infer clinical situations (e.g., anemia - a condition of low hemoglobin values that lasts over an interval of time) from raw data (e.g., time-stamped hemoglobin values).

There are several researches that tried to fulfill these challenges: Crubézy et al. [12] developed a generic mapping ontology that provides the basis for expressing the adaptation knowledge needed to transform data expressed in one data model and terminology to that expressed in a second data model and terminology. Their work did not focus on patterns in any specific domain but in mappings between two different ontologies. Sujanski and Altman [8, 13] defined a global reference schema of clinical information in the form of (1) a declarative query language that allows to perform queries on the schema and (2) a mapping language to specify the correspondence between the global reference schema and the local relational database. Their work uses relational models (augmented with functions) that allowed them to specify the mappings using a formal algebra. Das and Musen [14] defined a foundational model of time for temporal integration of a knowledge-based application and a clinical database. They used the temporal representations and temporal functions in their timeline model to create a database method that maps time stamps with temporal mismatches into a uniform temporal scheme. Correndo and Terenziani [15] used the HL7 Common Terminology standard services to establish a link between a domain ontology and a database ontology in order to cope with heterogeneous term descriptions. This enabled them to use the GLARE modeling language in a way that is not committed to any specific ontology and database. Table 1 summarizes the challenges that were addressed and the types of solutions provided by related works.
Table 1 Challenges and the types of solutions that were addressed by related works

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Query language</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formal mapping model</td>
<td>Algebra</td>
<td>XML File</td>
<td>Temporal version of SQL</td>
<td>Frames ontology</td>
<td>XML file</td>
<td>Frames ontology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reference model</td>
<td>+ (global)</td>
<td>HL7-RIM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HL7-RIM</td>
<td>HL7-RIM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of connecting model</td>
<td>High-level data-modeling constructs</td>
<td>Database views</td>
<td>Temporal mediator</td>
<td></td>
<td>Database views</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mapping realization in tool</td>
<td>Extended relational algebra mapping language</td>
<td>Schema mapping tool</td>
<td>Query Interface</td>
<td>Instances of the ontology</td>
<td>Creating an XML file</td>
<td>Instances of the ontology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automated SQL queries generator</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Mapping interpreter</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unit conversion</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>time units</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classification Hierarchy</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Definitions of Abstract terms</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temporal abstractions</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>(broadness)</td>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+ (basic)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mapping capabilities</td>
<td>Enable composition of mapping functions</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extensibility: ability to define new mapping types and integrate with existing framework</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The ability to define Mapping relations</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the remainder of this article, we will present our effort to accomplish the last two challenges (mismatch in data model and terminology combinations, and enabling the use of abstractions in encoding decision criteria instead of specifying criteria in terms of particular EMR schemas). We claim that by evaluating our work we succeeded to

1 enabled via the language and operators that you can apply when you map an instance, but no service that has knowledge of units and their equivalents is included
2 enabled via the IDAN [16, 17] architecture that their work is based on, however it is not supported directly.
(1) implement the third layer of GLIF3, known as the Medical Knowledge Layer, and to specify methods for interfacing to sources of medical knowledge that are not part of GLIF3 specifications, (2) create a mapping model between GLIF3 encoded guidelines and EMR independent of specific EMRs, (3) create a mapping model independent of CIGs so the encoder of a guideline may encode a guideline without considering the new mapping model, (4) create a mapping model that can be applied to already-encoded guidelines, (5) support the creation of high levels of abstractions by using different kinds of mapping functions along with the ability to compose them together, and (6) create a framework that can be easily extended to future needs. Section 2 presents the methods that we used in order to develop our mapping framework. Sections 3 and 4 describe our framework in detail: the mapping ontology and the building blocks of the SQL queries. Section 5 presents guidelines that we developed for implementing the entire process of encoding and implementing CIGs. Section 6 describes the evaluation that we performed. Discussion and Conclusion sections follow.
Chapter 2

Methods

2.1 New Mapping Ontology

We developed an ontology of mapping patterns, called Knowledge-Data Ontological Mapper (KDOM), that can be used to link knowledge (e.g., GLIF3 concepts and patient data items) to data (e.g., EMR fields) and to express abstractions of concepts that can be used to match abstractions used in the CIG model with those used by the EMR. While concept abstractions that are not institution-specific may be defined in a guideline model, institution-specific abstractions are expressed as instances of the KDOM ontology. The ontology was defined using the Protégé-2000 knowledge-modeling tool and supports mappings concepts (CIG data items) to relational databases. We developed a tool that retrieves any information from an EMR by automatically generating Structured Query Language (SQL) queries and getting the desired information as a result set that contains the desired data to be processed by the guideline execution engine.

We decided to develop an ontology for three main reasons [18]: (1) we wanted to separate the domain knowledge (mapping knowledge) from the operational knowledge (CIG and EMR knowledge) so it will be possible to configure the mapping knowledge separately independent from the CIG and the EMR, (2) we wanted to make all the domain assumptions explicit so that it could be changed easily if our knowledge about the domain changes, and (3) we wanted to be able to reuse the ontology knowledge in different CIG formalisms. We developed the ontology bottom-up, so that all of the information would be available in the ontological classes to generate the SQL queries. The ontology represents a model of mapping classes and not real-world entities. A detailed description of the ontology will be presented in Section 3 and the complementary tool will be discussed in Section 2.4.
2.2. Mapping a CIG to Different EMRs

Mapping from a CIG to an EMR is a long and complicated process. Although a model for defining mapping abstractions eases the process, it still requires significant efforts. If we were to create direct mappings from a CIG to an EMR table name and table field, we would have to define each time a new mapping, when linking to different EMRs. The largest barrier to heterogeneous database integration is the variety with which similar data are represented in different databases [19]. Hence, we have investigated methods for reducing the number of new mapping procedures needed when mapping from a single guideline to different EMRs. We looked for ways for representing the mapping from a CIG to a canonical data representation and not to particular EMRs. Mapping a CIG to a canonical data representation will enable us to define only one mapping instead of defining multiple mappings to multiple EMR systems. We call this canonical data representation a connecting model, which is used for bridging between a CIG and different EMRs (Figure 1). Boxwala and colleagues [20] called such a model a medical concept model, a framework for describing entities or concepts in the medical domain and the relationships among these concepts. The concept model provides a means for expressing the abstractions contained in guideline criteria, in terms of the patient data available in the EMR. Similarly, the connecting model is called a virtual medical record in EON, PRODIGY, and SAGE.

In order to select a relevant canonical data representation, we had to check two major aspects: (a) the completeness of the data representation (or, in other words, the possibility of representing the medical information stored in the EMR in the canonical data representation), and (b) the ease of converting existing data representation to the canonical representation. In addition, we had to make sure that there will be no replication of data from an EMR to a new connecting model, but instead, a data view would be created. The elimination of the need to copy data from an EMR to a new data representation will alleviate the need for maintenance of another database; the patient's data will always be up-to-date and there will be no need to set a replication policy.
Based on all of these considerations, we selected a subset of the HL7 Reference Information Model (RIM) [21], which is the primary interchange standard for clinical data both in the U.S. and internationally, to be our connecting model. The RIM, previously known as Unified Service Action Model (USAM) [22], suggests a new approach to linking clinical variables used in decision support modules to the EMR, which leaves little manual work to be done when guidelines are updated. The subset of the RIM that we used contains the Act class and three of its subclasses: Observation, Medication, and Procedure, as used as the default RIM in the GLIF3 formalism.

We used the RIM as the basis for connecting and integrating the guideline and the EMR; we mapped the medical terms of a CIG to RIM instances instead of defining concrete instances of a specific EMR. To do so, we defined database views [23] of the EMR using a schema suggested by the HL7 RIM so that we can perform queries based on RIM schema instead of on specific EMR schemas. This method enables the creation of only one mapping from the guideline to the data representation using the RIM standard. In order to link a guideline to a new EMR, we will only need to create new views in a structure defined by the RIM standard. A direct linkage will be created between the guideline data items to the newly defined views and not to the real tables (figure 1). Therefore, changing of EMR data structure will not affect the original linkage of the CIG to the EMR view.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 1** Linking a CIG to different EMRs: (a) using database views in a RIM standard and (b) using a direct link to each of the different EMRs.
2.3. Guidelines and EMRs Used as Case Studies and Test Cases

To fulfill the research goal, we encoded a guideline for the management of diabetic-related foot problems [24] in GLIF3 using the Protégé-2000 knowledge-modeling tool [25]. At the end of the encoding process and upon the approval of the derived CIG by clinicians who are experts in the treatment of Diabetes, we had a list of data items that the CIG needs in order to generate recommendations based on patient's data.

Now, that we had an already validated CIG, we embarked on linking it to an EMR. The EMR that we selected as a case study is a web-based system [26] that is used by family practitioners who need to treat their patients who have diabetic-related foot problems. They use this database to record patient data. Based on the data entered, they can then seek the advice of Diabetes experts about needed treatment or referral to hospitals. In order to examine the characteristics of the needed mappings from the diabetic foot CIG to the EMR, we manually analyzed the data items that were needed by the CIG and tried to manually match them to EMR fields [27]. This analysis was performed in full collaboration between the encoders of the guideline and the EMR's experts. The analysis result was a complete list of needed mapping instances between the CIG and the EMR.

Based on the analysis results, we defined mapping instances between the CIG and the EMR in two different phases. In the first phase, we defined direct mappings between the two, so that the mappings were tightly coupled to the EMR schema. In the second phase, we defined the mappings using the mapping ontology that we had developed.

To provide a proof of concept that shows that the mapping process can be applied to a test case, we used our mapping ontology to map the CIG to a second EMR. We chose an EMR called CliniCare, which was about to be deployed at Carmel Medical Center in Israel for storing information about patients from the first moment that a patient who is admitted requests a service till his release from the hospital. This EMR is already used in nine other medical centers in Israel. Since the CliniCare EMR was not used by clinicians from Carmel Medical Center for following diabetic foot problems, we had to identify the relevant EMR fields of that EMR that could have been used for that purpose. Some of these fields were already defined (e.g., type of diabetes), and some were not (e.g., Doppler test results). To define the set of relevant fields, we used
the Screen Form for Diabetic foot [24] that was suggested by the developers of the Diabetic Foot guideline, and we consulted with a clinician working at Carmel Medical Center (YD) and with a database administrator familiar with the EMR schema who provided us with all the needed information. Now that we had a second EMR that contained relevant fields, we wanted to link its fields to the original mapping ontology instances that we created when we linked the CIG to the first EMR. To do so, we created new database views of this EMR, created ontology instances that refer to the view and represent the relevant EMR fields, and we linked them to the existing mapping ontology instances.

In addition, we tested 16 different previously-encoded guidelines [28-43] from different medical domains. These guidelines were encoded by different medical information specialists. 15 guidelines were encoded using the GLIF3 computer-interpretable language and one guideline [34] was encoded using the SAGE [44] guideline model. We decided to use an encoded guideline from a different CIG formalism to evaluate the capabilities of the mapping ontology for mapping data items represented in a different guideline representation.

2.4 A Tool for Generating SQL Queries

Defining ontology for mapping patterns is an important step in achieving new mappings abilities and easing the mapping process from a CIG to an EMR. However, to complete the process, we need to generate automatic queries to an EMR, based on the mapping ontology instances. In order to do that, we developed a tool that retrieves ontology instances as an input and produces SQL queries as an output.

We developed the tool using the JAVA programming language, which supports the ontology-design ideas that originated from object-oriented design [18]. Multiple inheritance is not supported in JAVA, so when we developed the mapping ontology we avoided using this capability so that the classes' representations in the ontology and in the tool would be as close as possible.
Chapter 3

The Mapping Ontology

The mapping ontology contains 30 classes that represent the different mapping patterns and data representation. The properties that the classes hold can be divided into two groups: one group of properties conceptualize the abstract knowledge (e.g., combines knowledge in temporal relations, in hierarchies, or in logical combinations) and another group helps in mapping and retrieving fields to and from a target EMR table(s).

In the rest of this section we will present the main class of the mapping ontology: mapping classes, which provide information for mapping between data items used within a CIG and the corresponding EMR fields. The other classes, which are not elaborated for the sake of brevity, are operator classes, which combine information from several EMR fields (e.g., the temporal operators latest, first, and exists, and logical operators: and, or, not ), and result classes, which define what type of information is retrieved from an EMR (e.g., Boolean, actual value of a field). Figure 2 summarizes the main classes.

When one data item in the guideline is mapped to a single field in the EMR we call it a one-to-one mapping. In other words, the mapping result from the EMR will be based only on one field. Therefore, the one-to-one mapping class has a slot that refers to the EMR's destination field. We defined three types of one-to-one mappings: direct one-to-one, temporal abstraction, and classification hierarchy mapping.

The one-to-many mappings allow combining many fields using logical operators and allow the combination of prior (i.e., previously defined) mapping instances with other mapping instances to create more complex mappings.
Currently, the mapping ontology does not offer classes or attributes for handling different units of measurements because this is one of the challenges for defining mappings between a CIG's patient data items and EMR fields that already been addressed by others [6]. In addition, there is no support for expressing any arithmetic operators for the reason that they can be easily expressed using the expression language of GLIF, GEL [45], and we treated them as an extension to the core mapping operators.

**Figure 2** The main mapping classes.

### 3.1 Direct One-to-One Field Mapping Class

This class is used to map a single source data item to a single destination field. It uses a comparison slot (holding an instance of the Comparison class) to specify how the retrieved value should be compared to a constant value. The comparison types include: equal, greater than and less than.
3.2 Temporal Abstraction Mapping Class

It is common that a mapping to an EMR may return more than one relevant result whereas the guideline needs only one result from all the valid results. In order to reduce the returned values, it is useful to allow returning the most relevant result, from a temporal perspective. The temporal operators that we currently support include temporal maintenance operations such as restricting the query to a time range, returning the first or latest value, checking whether a Boolean term holds for the patient (i.e., existence checking, such as, does the patient have an ulcer), and the Current operator, which returns the latest value during the recent period of time, where the recent interval can be defined for each concept.

Two considerations influenced our choice of temporal operators that are currently supported. First, we examined the decision criteria that refer to temporal aspects of patient data items (e.g., cough that started within four weeks after starting to take the drug ACE-Inhibitor) in the 15 GLIF-encoded CIGs and the one CIG encoded in the SAGE formalism. The set of temporal operators that we support, together with the ability to compose mappings, was enough to represent all of the temporal concept abstractions that we encountered. The combination of mapping instances can utilize different types of mappings: Boolean and Extended Boolean, Temporal, Hierarchical mappings, and Prior mappings, that allow comparing values retrieved by two mappings, or comparing a value to a literal. The second consideration was that the GLIF3 execution engine, GLEE [46], uses the GEL parser to interpret decision criteria encoded in GLIF. At the moment, the GEL parser does not support temporal operators, so guideline encoders cannot write decision criteria that make use of GEL’s temporal operators. Instead, we allow the GLIF encoders to write decision criteria that refer to abstract temporal terms (e.g., ACEI-related-Cough). KDOM is then used to define the abstract temporal terms, via the ability to compose mapping instances to create complex mappings. In the previous example, a KDOM temporal mapping instance can be defined to represent the start-time-of-the-latest-ACEI and a second temporal mapping instance can represent cough that started within the interval of at least 1 week after the first instance and at most 4 weeks after the first instance (the full example, including seven mapping instances is provided in http://mis.hevra.haifa.ac.il/~morpeleg/GLIF_MappingReviewer.zip - start from the
instance of TemporalAbstractionMapping called "Reviewer-Chronic_Coughed_Within_4_Weeks".

The Temporal Abstraction Mapping class is not intended to be a formal method for the specification of elaborate temporal-abstraction knowledge (e.g., trends such as increasing temperature, or abstracting concepts that hold over an interval of time from episodes of time-stamped data) as is done in the RESUME [47] and IDAN [17] projects, mentioned above. While the specification of temporal abstractions via mapping instances is possible, it does not include convenient templates and therefore the specification of complex abstractions may span many mapping instances.

The temporal abstraction mapping class defines the type of temporal abstraction operator and a time range for bounding the mapping for a selected time range from the entire patient's history. Figure 3 illustrates an instance of Temporal Abstraction Mapping class for returning the first visit of a patient during the year of 2004.
Figure 3 An example of using an instance of Temporal Abstraction Mapping class to retrieve the first visit of a patient during the year of 2004. We set six properties in order to define it: (1) The destination field property was set with an instance of Destination Field Information that holds the field name of the EMR that records the patients' visit time, (2) the Mapping Result's result field property was set with the same instance like the destination field property so it is used both for locating the tuple containing the first visit (as specified in (1)) and for returning the recorded time (as specified in (2)), (3) the temporal abstraction operator property was set with an instance of the Temporal Abstraction Operator class indicated that the first (the Min operator in the SQL query below) value that holds the condition should be returned, (4a) the patient ID and the patient EMR specific field (4b) were filled with a patient identification number and with EMR field that holds the patient key respectively to select the desired patient to which the data should be retrieved, and (5) the within property was set with an instance of the Time Range class for bounding the selection to year of 2004.
The SQL query that is automatically generated for this example is:

```sql
SELECT Min(Visit.Time) As TemporalResult //see Section 4.1, 4.2.7; Fig 3(2-3)
FROM Visit, Patient //see Section 4.1; Fig 3(4b)
WHERE Patient.PatientID = 304553341 AND ( //see Section 4.2.1; Fig 3(4a,b)
    (Visit.PatientIden = Patient.PatientKey) AND //see Sec 4.2.2; Fig 3(4b)
    (Visit.Time >= '1/1/2004' AND Visit.Time <= '31/12/2004')) //4.2.5; Fig3(1,5)
```

Section 4 explains how the information in the mapping instances is used to automatically generate SQL queries.

### 3.3 Classification Hierarchy Mapping Class

We often encounter a guideline term that is too general to appear as a field in an EMR. For example, the guideline may describe a term such as antibiotics, without mentioning its type, whereas the EMR stores fields representing the types of antibiotics without referring to the general term *antibiotics*. In these kinds of situations, we cannot link the data from the CIG to the EMR directly because the data is represented in two different levels of generalization.

In order to solve the problem of different generalization levels, we used a class for representing medical hierarchies, called *Hierarchy class*. The information that this class holds is represented by a tree-like data structure with different levels of generalization, where the information stored in the upper levels are more general than those stored in the lower levels and in the leaves.

Using data structures for representing hierarchies enables the mapping of a CIG data item to a node representing it in the medical hierarchy. The node represents the complete information from the most general node to the most specific leaf. A selected subtree represents information relevant to the selected data item, so we can generate a query to the EMR that includes all the possibilities of the general term that are required by the CIG. To illustrate this, let's assume that the hierarchy contains a simple data structure where the root contains the *pharmacological substance* data item with one child node of *antibiotics* and beneath it two leafs: *Amoxycillin* and *Penicillin-V* data items (Figure 4). Now, let's assume that the guideline needs an EMR
data item representing the antibiotics given to a patient. By mapping to the hierarchy node representing the antibiotics data item, we can take the whole subtree from the antibiotics node underneath, which contains the antibiotics Amoxycillin and Penicillin-V data items, in order to look for them in the EMR field that holds this information (e.g., a field that holds the name of a given drug that a patient has taken).

Because this type of mapping is from one field in the EMR to one data item in the CIG, this class inherits all the properties of one-to-one mapping class. In addition, it defines the following other properties to conceptualize the abstract medical knowledge: (1) Medical hierarchy property, to hold the medical hierarchy and (2) a medical term, representing the information we would like to locate in the hierarchy.

Figure 4 shows a diagram of a hierarchy of pharmacological substance. Figure 5 shows a use of the Classification Hierarchy Mapping class to find out when a patient has taken antibiotics

**Figure 4** A hierarchy of pharmacological substance used in Hierarchical Mapping. The hierarchy contains 4 nodes with different levels of generality: the pharmacological substance is the most general and the Amoxycillin and Penicillin-V are the most specific. By selecting the antibiotics term from the hierarchy, all the terms beneath it (i.e. Amoxycillin and Penicillin-V) will be considered as part of the original selection.)
Figure 5 Example of using an instance of the Classification Hierarchy Mapping class to find out when a patient has taken antibiotics. (1) The antibiotics medical term that we would like to look for (in the medical hierarchy) was set as the medical term property and the EMR (2) destination field that holds this information was set as Drug.Drug.name (instance of Destination Field Information class). This example also illustrates how one data item can be retrieved from the EMR based on other data items (e.g., the time field is returned but the EMR destination field (as specified by the MappingResultType slot) that is compared to the medical hierarchy is the name field (as specified by the DestinationFiledInfo slot). To implement this, (3) the “mapping result” property was set to an instance of Field Result class called “Drug.Time”. This instance indicates that the desired result of the mapping will be an EMR field value with the desired returned field (Drug Time), which was set as the “result field” property using an instance of Destination Field Information class also “drug time field”. This instance contains the information of the EMR field that holds the time value at which the event of taking a drug has been recorded.

3.4 Binary Logical Mapping Classes

The Binary Logical Mapping links two EMR fields using logical operators OR and AND in order to create logical results among the fields. The result is retrieved as one data item to be used by the CIG. In addition, we support extended logical mapping operators (used in the Extended Logical Mapping Class), including at least or at most. These operators mean that at least (at most) n data fields are valid. In this case, the returned value would be a positive value.

Although implementing such defined condition using logical operator is possible, it makes the mapping process and the definition of the conditions very complicated. It becomes even more complicated when the condition is defined using many EMR fields. To illustrate the problem lets consider the following example of selecting at
least 2 fields among 3 fields a, b, c. This condition can be implemented using logical operators in this way: \((a \text{ AND } b) \text{ OR } (a \text{ AND } c) \text{ OR } (b \text{ AND } c)\). On the other hand we would like to define a dedicated operator for defining the selection of n from m field so it will be possible to define the same condition as: \textit{at least 2 of } (a, b, c), which has the same meaning as the previous condition but is more intuitive and is in shorten notation.

3.5 Prior Mapping Class

Using prior mapping for a new mapping enables the composition of mapping functions that may strengthen the ability to map from the basic elements that we have defined. In such a way, we can combine different mapping abilities and retrieve data based on previously mapped functions.

The prior mapping can be any instance of any mapping class. In this way, any type of mapping can be used, because every mapping function that we defined inherits from the mapping class. In addition, we can treat the prior mapping as a regular table with a regular table name exactly like we treat a regular EMR table with the ability of selecting one field among all the fields that we have retrieved previously.

Figure 6 illustrates how the \textit{Charcot} data item that was mapped using an instance the Binary Logical Mapping class.
Figure 6 An example of using an instance of the Binary Logical Mapping class to define an AND logical mapping for a data item of the CIG called Charcot. The mapping is composed of three different prior mappings: malalignment, erythema and swelling. The logical condition among the three prior mapping functions is an AND logical condition so only if all the prior mapping functions hold the condition then the returning result will be a true value (as specified by the MappingResultType slot). The right part of the figure shows the details of the Prior Mapping used to define Swelling.
Chapter 4

Building Blocks of the SQL Queries

We developed a tool that gets ontology instances as an input and produces SQL queries as an output.

The queries that the tool produces are built from 3 main parts [23]:

1. **SELECT** `table-columns-list`
2. **FROM** `table-list`
3. **WHERE** `qualification` //selection conditions on tables rows

4.1 Select and From Clauses

The one-to-many Mapping classes are composed of prior mappings that refer to other one-to-one or one-to-many mappings, eventually ending at one-to-one mappings. The select table-column-list is determined by the `MappingResultType` slot (see part 2 of Figure 3), of the mapping class, that specifies the type of result to be returned from the selected tables and columns. For example, should the field's value be retrieved or just a true value if the field exists or just the number of rows that satisfy the qualification. Other result type options enable returning all the fields of a record or all records in a table that satisfy the qualification. It is also possible to select fields for retrieval by setting them using the `resultField` slot that enables multiple selections.

The table-list is determined, in part, by the `destinationField` slot of the one-to-one-mapping classes. As shown in part (1) of Figure 3, this slot gives information on the EMR's (or the connecting model's) table and field from which the data item should be located and retrieved. When a mapping class refers to Prior Mapping classes a sub
query is added to the tables list with an aliasing table name. In this way, the whole sub query will be treated like a regular table name.

The second part of the mapping class that determines the table-list is the PatientEMRSpecificField slot, which specifies the field in a certain table needed to identify the data belonging to a particular patient. In some cases, the destinationField and PatientEMRSpecificField are found in different tables. In this case, the PatientEMRSpecificField contains a Join slot that links these two fields (see Figure 3, parts (1) and (4b).

When a mapping class refers to Prior Mapping classes a sub query is added to the tables list with an aliasing table name. In this way, the whole sub query will be treated like a regular table name.

4.2 Qualification Clause

The qualification query part is used for five different purposes:

1. Identifying data belonging to a particular patient. This was implemented using the condition \(<Patient Table> . <Patient Field> = <Selected Patient ID>\), where patient table and patient field are taken from the patient_EMR_specific_field slot of the mapping class and patient_id is taken from the patient_id slot of the mapping class, as shown in Figure 3(parts 4a-b).

2. Matching rows from two or more tables based on values in common columns. This was implemented using the condition \(<table 1> . <field 1> = <table 2> . <field 2>\) where these four parameters are specified by the destinationField slot of the one-to-one mapping classes, which holds an instance of the Destination Field Information class (an example of an instance of this class is shown in part 4b of Figure 3). table 1 is specified by the tableName slot of the Destination Field Information class; the other three fields are specified by the join slot of the DestinationFieldInformation class, which holds an instance on the JoinTable class: field 1 is specified by the joinSourceFieldName slot of the Join Table class, and table2 and field2 are specified by the joinDestinationTableName and the joinDestinationFieldName slots respectively.
3. Listing of all medical terms in a hierarchy of medical terms. The query is written in the form of \(<\text{selected table}>,<\text{selected field}> \text{ IN } (\text{medical term } 1, 2, ..., n)\) where \textit{selected table} and \textit{selected field} are specified in the DestinationField slot of the mapping class, the given medical term is specified by the medical_term slot of the Classification hierarchy Mapping class and \textit{medical term } 1...n represent one general medical term and all its specific terms represented by the medical hierarchy that is accessed via the medical_hierarchy slot of the mapping class., as shown in Figure 5

4. Comparing selected EMR fields to defined values. This is done by using \(<\text{selected table}>,<\text{selected field}> \text{ op } \text{comparison value}>\) notation, where \textit{selected table} and \textit{selected field} represent one EMR field are specified by the mappingAliasTableName and referenceFieldName slots respectively of the Prior Mapping class (see the right part of Figure 6), \textit{op} represents one of the comparison operators \{<, <=, =, <>, >=, >\} and \textit{comparison value} is a value that the selected EMR field should be compared to. They are expressed by the sign and the value slots respectively in the Comparison class, which is referenced by the compareReferenceField slot of the Prior Mapping class, as shown in Figure 6. This comparison can be used to compare one field or to compare multiple fields using a logical combination operator (e.g., AND or OR).

5. Bounding the mapping for a selected time range from the entire patient's history. This is done by applying \(<\text{selected minimum table}>,<\text{selected minimum field}> \geq <\text{minimum value}> \text{ AND } <\text{selected maximum table}>,<\text{selected maximum field}> \leq <\text{maximum value}>\) where the selected minimum and maximum tables and the selected minimum and maximum fields are taken from the DestinationField slot of the Temporal Abstraction Mapping class (Figure 3(1)) and the minimum and maximum values are taken from the \textit{within} slot of the Temporal Abstraction Mapping class, as shown in Figure 3(5).

In addition to the three main query parts, the tool uses aggregation functions in order to produce queries in the following situations:

6. Using the Extended Logical Mapping class to determine validity of \(n\) among \(m\) fields. Each field is specified by an instance of Prior Mapping class using the priorMappingFunctions slot that is referenced by the Extended Logical Mapping class. The tool generates one query to check validity for each field among the m
fields. The query contains condition for checking the validity of that field and a grade equal to 1 to be returned if and only if the condition is met. The condition is expressed using the Comparison class, which is referenced by the Prior Mapping class (an instance of the Comparison class is shown on the bottom right of Figure 6). All the m queries are combined using the UNION ALL operator so the results will contain the grades of all the queries representing the m conditions. To check the number of conditions that are valid, the SUM aggregation operator is used to sum of all values. This sum result is tested against the original n parameter, so if the at least operator is used then the sum result must have at least the value of the n parameter. The at most operator is checked in a similar way.

7. Using Temporal Abstraction Mapping class to retrieve temporal values. This was implemented using the MIN and MAX aggregation operator for selecting the first and the current value, which are specified in the temporalAbstraction slot of the TemporalAbstractionMapping class (part 3 of Figure 3).

Note that the presented aggregation functions represent only a small part of all the possible aggregation functions of SQL. However, the mapping ontology and the tool could easily be extended to support more types of aggregation operators when needed.
Chapter 5

From a Guideline to an EMR

The process of encoding and implementing CIGs is not straightforward and is done by medical information specialists and clinical experts. We think that the product that we developed will provide such groups with the ability to directly and more easily encode decision criteria using clinical abstractions that are used in the original narrative guideline without taking into consideration the proprietary EMR schema that the guideline will be linked to. This provides encoding abilities that are not available nowadays and that should shorten the process of existing encoding methods. Moreover, the whole process from encoding a guideline to mapping it to an EMR might be performed by different people with different knowledge and expertise, because the whole process can now be divided into different tasks, as outlined below.

Peleg and colleagues described the steps needed in order to encode one guideline and to link it to one EMR [27]. We will present here our recommendations for encoding a guideline and linking it to an EMR that can be easily extended later to mappings to more than one EMR. The first two steps and the last step of this process are similar to the steps of the process described in [27]. Figure 7 illustrates the stages needed in order to encode one guideline and to link it to one EMR.

a. **Encoding a guideline** – we propose that a medical information specialist should encode a narrative guideline as a CIG. She may consult a physician for any medical clarification. In order to achieve sharability and reusability of an encoded CIG across institutions, the GLIF model allows the encoder to define both raw and abstract concepts used in the CIG to a set of international terminology standards. Searching for such codes [6], which is not supported by KDOM tools at the moment, can facilitate mapping the CIG’s codes to the EMR, as described below. Alternatively,
as suggested by Shalom et al [48], the guideline may be encoded by developing a consensus, high-level representation of the guideline, performed by a team of informatician and medical expert, then, a semi-formal encoding can be done by a clinician, followed by formal encoding by an informatician (knowledge engineer). In any case, at this stage, no mappings to an EMR should be declared.

The following three steps are used to create ontology instances that obtain the relevant data from the EMR

b. **Identifying EMR table fields needed by the CIG** – the database administrator should get a list of data items needed by the CIG from the medical information specialist. He should identify the relevant fields in the EMR, based on the given list. In simple cases, locating the terms in the EMR that need to be mapped to the CIG concepts could be done manually, as we did when we mapped the Diabetic Foot guideline into two EMRs. However, manual methods might not suffice. Since clinical databases often include thousands of data types and vocabularies often includes tens or hundreds of thousands of terms, this task might in fact require the use of sophisticated vocabulary servers [17] and various mapping strategies [49], that may take advantage of the GLIF-encoding of CIG concepts using terms from standard terminologies. At the moment, the KDOM framework does not support aid in locating terms.

c. **Defining database RIM-views of the needed EMR fields** – a database developer should get the list of fields from the database administrator and a design of the RIM structure from the medical information specialist as an input, and he should define database views on top of the EMR in the form of relational tables that correspond to a flattened model of the HL7 RIM. In the flattened model, a single table schema is generated for an HL7 Act subclass. Act attributes that are simple data types are translated into single fields in the flattened table. Attributes of complex types (e.g., instances of other classes) are recursively broken down until simple data types are reached. For each simple data type, a field in the flattened model is created. From here on, we can work with the views instead of with the EMR.

d. **Defining mapping ontology instances for accessing each needed EMR field from its RIM view** – The purpose of this step is to create ontology instances for each needed EMR field, but, instead of referring directly to the EMR fields, referring
to the views (defined in the previous step). The instances created are of the class Destination Field Information. This step allows us to access the needed EMR fields from the views. Any person who learned how to use the mapping ontology can define these instances.

The following two steps are used to create ontology instances that define how to retrieve the CIG's data items from the ontology's representation of EMR fields.

e. **Creating mapping instances that access Destination Field Information instances** – the encoder of the guideline should create instances of the Mapping classes for each Destination Field Information instance defined in Step d. These mapping instances represent abstractions used by the EMR schema.

f. **Defining Mapping instances that bridge the gap between the abstraction of concepts used in the CIG's data items and the abstractions used by the EMR schema** – a mapping creator creates (1) classification hierarchies of concepts that relate the guideline's concepts with the concepts used in the EMR schema (e.g., the example of figures 4 and 5 that allow the guideline to refer to Antibiotic, while the EMR refers to drug names of Amoxicillin and Penicillin-V), (2) logical combinations of more basic EMR fields to define abstractions used by the CIG, and (3) complex abstractions that combine other mapping instances representing simpler abstractions.

g. **Validation** – At the completion of each step, a validation needed to be performed. In addition, at the completion of all of the previous steps, a medical information specialist may execute several test cases in order to confirm the entire flow.

Notice that the suggested steps can be completed in different order, for example after (a) encoding the guideline one can (d) define ontology instances for accessing each needed EMR field from its RIM view that will be created later, (e) create the mapping instances of the CIG's data item and (f) define mapping instances that bridge the gap between the abstraction of concepts used in the CIG's data items and the abstractions used by the EMR schema. Now it is possible to (b) identify EMR fields needed by the CIG and to (c) define database RIM-views of the needed EMR fields. (g) As mentioned previously, a validation should be performed at the completion of each step and at the completion of all the previous steps.
When mapping to a new EMR only three steps must be done: (b) identifying the new EMR fields needed by the CIG, (c) defining database RIM-views of the needed EMR fields and (g) validation as explained earlier. These steps alone will be sufficient to map to a new EMR that is representing the same needed information (probably in different data representation). Note that the GLIF CIG will not have to be changed when mapping to different EMRs. This is because the mapping instances to which the CIG will refer will be those that define the high-level CIG abstractions rather than the mapping instances that are EMR-dependent.

Figure 7 The steps needed in order to encode one guideline and to link it to one EMR. The arrows that link different steps indicate dependencies on information found in a step. The ordering of steps may vary. The numbers indicate one possible ordering of the steps.
Chapter 6

Evaluation Studies

The first step for evaluating the mapping ontology was to use it as a replacement for direct mappings that we created between the CIG and the case study EMR mentioned in section 2.3. We used a set of criteria that were defined by Sujanski [8] by which we tested the usefulness of the ontology and the tool.

The first evaluation criterion is the *latitude* criterion, which assesses the ability to completely map a guideline to an EMR, and thereby support automation query translation. To evaluate this criterion, we followed the following steps.

(1) We rewrote the original GLIF3 (GEL) decision criteria that had referred directly to the EMR terms as criteria that refer to abstract concepts (e.g., Charcot = true instead of a criterion that referred to the basic terms found in the EMR from which Charcot could be determined).

(2) We created mapping instances using the mapping ontology in order to define the abstract terms used in the new GLIF3 criteria.

We replaced all the 30 direct mapping functions that we previously defined with mapping instances that bridge the gap from the abstract criteria to the EMR fields. We found that all of the 30 direct mapping functions could be replaced using instances of the new mapping ontology. Following the replacement process, not even a single mapping function references the EMR directly, but accesses it through mapping instances.

In addition, we used the new complementary tool that we developed in order to test the automatic query translation based on the mapping instances. This test required executing each query that the tool produced in order to evaluate the correctness of the result sets returned from the EMR. All of the result sets exactly matched the ones
returned when we used the direct mapping functions, confirming the automatic query translation.

A second criterion was **declarativeness**, which assess the ability of the mapping functions to map to an EMR without requiring extensive use of specific EMRs functions. To evaluate this criterion, we mapped the instances of the mapping ontology directly to the EMR fields and not by using database views in a RIM structure. This step was necessary because creating the database views may involve the usage of database functions. The result of this assessment was that all of the 30 mapping functions could be mapped directly to the EMR schema using the mapping ontology with no changes required to the EMR schema, even without creating the database views.

A third criterion that we assessed was **expressiveness**, which assesses the ability to represent the semantics of clinical queries (decision criteria) that are typically required by CIGs. It is important to mention that, in theory, even if a mapping function cannot be represented fully using the mapping ontology, it can still be partially represented using the mapping ontology and the rest could be represented by changing the GLIF3 encoding or by defining new constructs in GLIF3’s mapping layer. However, our vision is that all of the mapping functions will be described fully using the mapping ontology, which will enable the complete separation of the encoding process from the mapping process. In the CIG that we encoded, we succeeded in creating all the 30 mapping functions using the mapping ontology without using of the functions of the GLIF3 expression languages. This verifies the third criterion.

Another aspect of the evaluation is showing that only **minimal changes**, both to the EMR and to the GLIF3-encoded guideline, are made following the mapping process. To show that, we traced all the changes we made while we replaced the direct mapping with the mapping instances that bridge the gap between CIG abstractions and EMR fields. We found that no changes had to be made to the EMR schema or to the EMR data following the mapping process. The only changes that we made were to define new database views representing the EMR data as RIM instances to be used by the guideline. Note that new database views can be treated as a new layer required by the mapping ontology and not as a major change to the EMR structure. We can say
that the task of creating database views should not be difficult to learn because it requires only technical steps that could be easily learned.

To assess the changes made to the GLIF3-encoded guideline during steps 1 and 2 described at the beginning of this section, we distinguished between two categories: algorithmic specifications of guideline logic, and declarative medical knowledge that logical criteria may refer to (e.g., definitions of abstract terms). Because the mapping ontology should not change the algorithm of the original guideline but should only reflect a different approach for representing mapping criteria, we expected not to need to change any of the algorithmic specifications but only declarative medical knowledge. Indeed, the changes that we had to make included defining (as ontology instances) concepts used in GLIF3 criteria in terms of the fields used in the EMR, which were sometimes less abstract (i.e., more detailed) than the concepts used in the revised GLIF3 encoding (step 1 above). This did not involve any change to the guideline logic. Therefore we can conclude that only minimal changes were required both to the EMR and to the GLIF3-encoded guideline. We believe however, that in the general case, where the starting point is a general guideline encoded in GLIF3 without consideration of the local EMR fields (step 1), then during the process of establishing the mapping from the guideline to the EMR, it may be necessary to add or change some of the information both in the EMR and the CIG in order to complete missing information and to support better mapping functions to achieve improved decision support. For example, we may decide to add EMR fields that are necessary for the guideline to provide decision-support, or we may find EMR fields that are very important to the clinicians who use the EMR and, in their opinion, should be included in decision criteria of the GLIF3 encoding of the guideline.

Showing *transferability* to the architecture of another EMR that does not share the same data model is a major aspect of the evaluation process. The transferability should not affect the original mapping to the first EMR and should involve minimal changes both to the new EMR and to the original CIG. To fulfill this requirement, we did not make any changes to the original CIG and treated it as a ‘black box’. In addition, we did not change the schema of the new EMR mentioned in section 2.3 but only built new database views to be used by the mapping ontology. In 24 out of 30 cases, we could reuse our original definitions of abstract CIG concepts as mapping instances that refer to more basic concepts (e.g., the definition of Charcot, as
"malalignment and erythema and swelling"). We could even keep the Destination Field Information instances that relate to the RIM view (not to the specific EMRs). However, the new EMR contained relevant data that the original EMR lacked (e.g., the new EMR contained information about dry skin of a patient where the first EMR lacked this information) and vice versa. Therefore, in the original mapping knowledge base, we created additional instances of mapping instances to the new data. The additional data does not affect the original mapping to the first EMR because data that cannot be reached by the mapping ontology instances is treated like it was not defined in the first place. This is done by combining expression that use data that is found only in one of the EMRs with expressions referring to data found in both EMRs using OR logical operator. So although additional mapping functions were defined to retrieve information from the second EMR, the original mapping to the original EMR 'ignores' them because the information they are representing cannot be found in the first EMR. The same rule also applies when data that can be reached from the first EMR cannot be found in the second EMR. By making changes only to the mapping ontology to support additional information and by building new database views and not changing the new EMR schema and the original CIG, we accomplished the transferability requirement.

To claim that the mapping ontology can be used to map guideline data items to EMRs in many kinds of encoded guidelines, we tested 16 different previously-encoded guidelines [28-43] from different medical domains, as explained in the Methods section. We evaluated each encoded guideline using the following steps: (1) identifying every single data item that needs to be mapped to an EMR, (2) analyzing the mapping expressions needed to map the data items to our connecting RIM model, (3) replacing the original GLIF3 (GEL) expressions, which referred to elementary data items and did not use abstractions, with GEL expressions that use abstractions together with mapping ontology instances that map the abstractions into the elementary data items. Furthermore, in every one of the original CIGs, we (4) replaced all the vocabulary codes, such as codes of the Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine - Clinical Terms (SNOMED-CT) [50] with the mapping ontology's Hierarchy instances, in a way that the Hierarchy instances represent the same information as the SNOMED-CT codes. Our success in performing all these steps is a
major indicator for the completeness of the mapping ontology, which can thus serve as a mapping layer between CIG data items and EMRs.

Fifteen of these guidelines were encoded in GLIF3 and one was encoded in the SAGE formalism. We decided to use an encoded guideline from a different CIG model to evaluate the capabilities of the mapping ontology for mapping data items represented in a different guideline representation.

Tables 2a-c show the categories of mappings that we created in order to map all the data items that should be linked to an EMR, for each encoded guideline. Due to the large size of the data, we split the results into three tables (arbitrary partition). In each table, each row represents a different type of mapping instance, while each column represents a different encoded guideline. For example, in the Cough guideline, we needed to create six instances of BinaryLogicalMapping class combined with TemporalAbstractionMapping class, seven instances of TemporalAbstractionMapping class, and two instances of BinaryLogicalMapping class combined with ClassificationHierarchyMapping class. Each data item was mapped using one of the different types of mapping types. The row shown in bold, in each table, represents data items that could not be mapped to EMR fields using mapping instances. As the tables show, we succeeded in creating mapping instances for all the data items in all of the encoded guidelines, regardless of their CIG language: GLIF3 or SAGE, which strengthens the evaluation of the expressiveness (third) criterion and shows that the framework is applicable to other CIG formalisms.

The guidelines that we used for evaluation were encoded in different levels of generalizations: in 11 guidelines [28-30, 33, 34, 36, 38, 40-43] all the data items that should be linked to an EMR have been explicitly defined, while in five guidelines, shown in Table 2c, the decision criteria did not explicitly characterize the data items that should be mapped to an EMR. We used these differences in the details of the CIG data items in order to test the characteristics of the mappings done in these two sets of guidelines.

We categorized the 513 mapping expressions that we generated for the 513 data items contained or derived from the 16 guidelines into the different mapping classes needed to realize them and identified new design patterns, consisting of basic patterns that always go together. This may help to identify mapping characteristics in CIGs to be
later used in order to develop new mapping patterns, as discussed in the Discussion section.

It is important to mention that the PriorMappingClass, which is used to combine more than one mapping function (i.e., represented by rows that include combinations of mapping functions), was used in 217 of the 513 patterns (42.3%) of the mapping functions. Thus, we can conclude that the ability to combine more than one mapping function is a very important feature.

Another interesting aspect that we can learn from the results is that the ClassificationHierarchyMapping class was used in 270 of the 513 data items (52.6%). This shows that abstractions were used often to reuse mappings and also to simplify decision criteria in the modeling language. It should be mentioned that the percentage of data items that were mapped using ClassificationHierarchyMapping out of the total number of data items was much higher in the guidelines for which decision criteria were defined but the involved data items had not been defined (102/140 = 73% compared to 168/373 = 45%). In these guidelines we were not restricted to any design limitation, so the frequent use of ClassificationHierarchyMapping reflects the best design of mapping functions using the mapping ontology.
Table 2a  The types of mapping instances used in the first five evaluated guidelines.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BinaryLogicalMapping</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BinaryLogicalMapping + TemporalAbstractionMapping</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TemporalAbstractionMapping</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ClassificationHierarchyMapping</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BinaryLogicalMapping + ClassificationHierarchyMapping</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DirectOneToOneMapping</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ExtendedLogicalMapping</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ExtendedLogicalMapping + ClassificationHierarchyMapping</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TemporalAbstractionMapping</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ClassificationHierarchyMapping</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BinaryLogicalMapping</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unsuccessful mapping</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total mappings (=total #data items)</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum (composed mappings)</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum(classificationHierarchy mappings)</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2b  The types of mapping instances used in the second six evaluated guidelines.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BinaryLogicalMapping</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BinaryLogicalMapping + TemporalAbstractionMapping</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TemporalAbstractionMapping</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ClassificationHierarchyMapping</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BinaryLogicalMapping + ClassificationHierarchyMapping</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DirectOneToOneMapping</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ExtendedLogicalMapping</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ExtendedLogicalMapping + ClassificationHierarchyMapping</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TemporalAbstractionMapping</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ClassificationHierarchyMapping</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BinaryLogicalMapping</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unsuccessful mapping</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total mappings (=data items)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum (composed mappings)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum(classificationHierarchy mappings)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2c The types of mapping instances used in the third five evaluated guidelines.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mapping Instances</th>
<th>Guidelines</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Breast Mass&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BinaryLogicalMapping</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BinaryLogicalMapping + TemporalAbstractionMapping</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TemporalAbstractionMapping</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ClassificationHierarchyMapping</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BinaryLogicalMapping + ClassificationHierarchyMapping</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DirectOneToOneMapping</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ExtendedLogicalMapping</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ExtendedLogicalMapping + ClassificationHierarchyMapping</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ExtendedLogicalMapping + TemporalAbstractionMapping</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TemporalAbstractionMapping + ClassificationHierarchyMapping</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TemporalAbstractionMapping + ClassificationHierarchyMapping + BinaryLogicalMapping</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unsuccessful mapping</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total mappings (=total #data items)</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total mappings (=total #data items)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum(classificationHierarchy mapps)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup> The original encoded guideline did not contain explicitly defined data items. We created the mapping functions based on the decision criteria and not based on existing data items.
Chapter 7

Discussion and Conclusion

7.1 Discussion

The main contribution of this work can be concluded in five main points:

- **Reuse** – Mapping instances that have already been defined in one place can be used without any change in different mapping functions, when needed. Mapping instances can be used when several abstract concepts all refer to the same simple concept. For example, both *infection* and *Charcot* patient states are determined based on erythema diagnosis. When defining one mapping instance for erythema referenced by the *infection* mapping instance, we can refer to the same instance when we define the *Charcot* instance. The reuse may span several guidelines, as a data item may appear in several guidelines.

- **Physical separation between the encoding and the mapping processes** – the encoder of the guideline may focus only on the encoding process and leave the mapping process to other people. In this way, the complicated task of encoding and mapping to an EMR can be divided into different subtasks, which may be done by different people. For example, in the current implementation of GLIF3 and its execution engine, GLEE [46], defining *malalignment* involves explicitly defining in the CIG all the proprietary EMR fields. This may involve complicated condition such as: \((\text{mal_forefoot}_L = \text{"Yes"} \text{ or } \text{mal_forefoot}_R = \text{"Yes"} \text{ or } \text{mal_mid}_L = \text{"Yes"} \text{ or } \text{mal_mid}_R = \text{"Yes"} \text{ or } \text{mal_hind}_L = \text{"Yes"} \text{ or } \text{mal_hind}_R = \text{"Yes"})\). When using the mapping ontology, the CIG encoding may state a simple decision criteria \((\text{malalignment} = \text{"yes"})\) while mapping instances may be created to map the *malalignment* concept to a simple field in a RIM view representing one EMR, or to a
logical combination of several fields, in a second EMR. This enables us to write the CIG’s decision criteria in the most abstract terms: (e.g., Charcot = "yes") and reuse a mapping instance that defines Charcot as an abstract concept (e.g., Charcot := (malalignment = "yes" and erythema = "yes" and swelling = "yes")) when mapping to several EMRs.

- **Mapping to EMR by different people with different skills** – The mapping process task may be divided into subtasks of mappings, each one at a different level of abstraction, which can be done by different people with different prior knowledge and level of expertise. For example, the explicit definition of the EMR’s fields may be defined by the DBA of the EMR, while the conditions based on the fields may be defined by a medical doctor who is familiar with the medical knowledge but is not familiar with the EMR data structure.

- **Easing the readability of the GLIF3 decision criteria and mapping functions** – higher levels of abstractions should be more readable than lower levels of abstractions because higher levels terms are familiar to a wider group of people and are closer to the language that they use every day. For example malalignments=true is more readable than seeing all the types of malalignments of the different feet (left and right) in one mapping function. The mapping functions are built at different levels of abstraction and we can read the written mapping functions from top (most abstract) down (most concrete), which potentially eases the reading process.

- **New mapping functions can be easily added** – mapping functions can be added in two ways. One way is to add a new Mapping class into the hierarchy of mapping classes. In this way, the new mapping class will inherit all the properties of its ancestor mapping classes. This mapping class could be used by instantiating it. An alternative method for creating new mapping functions is not to create a new mapping class, but to use the Prior Mapping class, which composes mapping functions in a way that enables a mapping function to refer to other mapping functions. One can argue, however, that the side-effect resulting from combining several mapping functions in order to create a single new mapping function is that the mapping creator will need to define many instances of Prior Mapping, instead of defining only one instance of a new mapping class. To overcome this side-effect, it is possible to use the EasyEdit tool [51]. The Easy Edit tool supports automated creation of instances of classes in a
given ontology by gathering information from more than one class into a single data-entry form. In this way, it is possible to define data-entry forms for new mapping functions that use Prior mapping instances. Figure 8 illustrates how the Easy Edit tool was used to generate an entry form for combining Classification Hierarchy mapping with Temporal Abstraction mapping.

Other related researches in the field of schema matching may help in the process of identifying EMR fields to be used by the mapping ontology. For example, Mork and Bernstein [49] developed a match algorithm to align two ontologies, from the domain of human anatomy, using a structural, hierarchical and lexical matching algorithm that solves also the synonymy problem using the UMLS Metathesaurus [52]. We believe that integrating such a tool that would aid in matching CIG terms to EMR terms with KDOM that enables specifying mapping relationships, should simplify the whole process of matching CIG data items to EMR fields.

This work is not intended to provide a full package of solutions and tools for all the challenges presented in order to become operational in the real world. We wanted to present a broad infrastructure and to evaluate it with real EMRs, CIGs, and CIG formalisms. Therefore, we carried out some tasks manually. For example, we did not develop a tool that aids in mapping to terminologies by taking a concept and its children from a controlled vocabulary and automatically instantiating a hierarchy of concepts to be used by our mapping instances. Such a tool can be developed for the different well-known vocabulary systems. In addition, we did not present a new solution for the unit conversion problem because a solution for this problem already exists [6] (presented in Section 1). Furthermore, the ontology is intended to provide the basic mapping patterns and the ability to compose them into more complex patterns when such needed. For example, after the evaluation that we performed, we identified that the rather simple combination pattern that is composed from Classification Hierarchy Mapping class and Temporal Abstraction Mapping class was found in more than 5% of all the needed mapping functions. Based on this datum, we decided to define an Easy Edit data-entry form that can automate the building of all the needed instances for such pattern (shown in Figure 8). Future work should focus on defining other medical patterns that could be added to the ones developed in this work.
Figure 8 Using the Easy Edit tool to generate an entry form for combining Classification Hierarchy mapping with Temporal Abstraction mapping – to support queries such as “is the current given drug an antibiotic?”. In this way, information is gathered from more than one class via a single data-entry form. The data entry form shown in the figure was constructed for the outer mapping class of the combined classification-Temporal mapping (the Classification Hierarchy Mapping class). The first four values of the Easy Edit line (i.e., 'Prior Example', 'Drugs', '23487' and 'Value') define the instance of the Prior Mapping class (shown on the top left) that the Classification Hierarchy instance refers to. The next two values (i.e., 'DrugInfo' and 'FieldValue') define the instance of the Result Type class (shown on the bottom), which is referenced by the Prior Mapping class. The last three values (i.e., 'MedicationName', 'Medication' and 'Name') define an instance of Destination Field Information class (shown on the top right) which is referenced by the instance of the Result Type class. For simplicity, the definition of the Mapping Function field and Patient EMR Specific field in the Prior Mapping instance are not presented, but they are also part of the Easy Edit line and are used to define the Temporal Abstraction Mapping as a Prior mapping function and the table containing the patient ID, respectively.

7.2 Conclusion

We have shown that the KDOM framework can be successfully used to map guidelines encoded in two types of guideline formalisms to different EMRs. The mapping enables defining abstract terms and bridging the gap between abstractions used in a guideline encoding and those used in an EMR. After the mappings are defined as instances of KDOM's mapping ontology, SQL queries are automatically generated and enable data retrieval from the target EMR to the source guideline encoding. While we experimented with mapping between one kind of data source
(EMRs) and two kinds of knowledge sources (GLIF3 and SAGE CIGs), the KDOM framework was designed in order to enable mapping any data and knowledge sources. As stated in the Discussion section, our work presents an infrastructure that can be extended by (1) integrating functionalities that would aid in data-knowledge conversion, such as terminology and unit-conversion tools and (2) augmenting the mapping ontology with additional mapping classes.
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Appendix A: Direct Mappings Used Originally

This appendix specifies the original mapping functions that we had defined directly to an EMR. We later replaced them using the mapping ontology instances.

abnormal non invasive tests:

\[(ABI_{lt\_0\_5} = "Yes" \text{ or } ABI_{gt\_0\_5\_lt\_0\_9} = "Yes" \text{ or } \]
vascular_obstruction = true and referral_vascular = false

antibiotics is not working:

antibiotics\_effect = "No" \text{ and (ulcer\_grade = "st3" or ulcer\_grade = } \]
"st4" or ulcer\_grade = "st5") \text{ and (ulcer\_margins\_infected = "Yes" or } \]
ulcer\_margins\_necrotic = "Yes" \text{ or ulcer\_margins\_clean = "No"})

antibiotics is partially working:

antibiotics\_effect = "No" \text{ and ((ulcer\_grade = "st0" or ulcer\_grade = } \]
"st1" or ulcer\_grade = "st2") \text{ or ((ulcer\_margins\_infected = "No" and } \]
ulcer\_margins\_necrotic = "No") \text{ or ulcer\_margins\_clean = "Yes")})

antibiotics working:

antibiotics\_effect = "Yes" \text{ and (ulcer\_grade = "st0" or ulcer\_grade = } \]
"st1" or ulcer\_grade = "st2") \text{ and ((ulcer\_margins\_infected = "No" and } \]
and ulcer\_margins\_necrotic = "No") \text{ or ulcer\_margins\_clean = "Yes")}

Charcot:

\{(mal\_forefoot\_L = "Yes" \text{ or } mal\_forefoot\_R = "Yes" \text{ or } mal\_mid\_L = } \]
"Yes" \text{ or } mal\_mid\_R = "Yes" \text{ or } mal\_hind\_L = "Yes" \text{ or } mal\_hind\_R = } \]
"Yes") \text{ and redness = "Yes" and swelling = "Yes"}
Doppler done:

\[
\text{ABI}_{lt \_ 0 \_ 5} = "Yes" \text{ or } \text{ABI}_{gt \_ 1 \_ 3} = "Yes" \text{ or } \text{ABI}_{gt \_ 0 \_ 5 \_ lt \_ 0 \_ 9} = "Yes"
\]

Doppler not done:

\[
(\text{ABI}_{lt \_ 0 \_ 5} = "Yes" \text{ or } \text{ABI}_{gt \_ 1 \_ 3} = "Yes" \text{ or } \text{ABI}_{gt \_ 0 \_ 5 \_ lt \_ 0 \_ 9} = "Yes") \neq \text{true}
\]

infection/inflammation:

\[
\text{positive}_\text{culture} = "Yes" \text{ or } \text{positive}_\text{culture\_from\_bone} = "Yes" \text{ or } \\
\text{gangrene} = "Yes" \text{ or } \text{ulcer\_margins\_infected} = "Yes" \text{ or } \\
\text{ulcer\_margins\_necrotic} = "Yes" \text{ or } \text{ulcer\_margins\_clean} = "No" \text{ or } \\
\text{ulcer\_grade} = "st3" \text{ or } \text{ulcer\_grade} = "st4" \text{ or } \text{ulcer\_grade} = "st5" \text{ or } \\
(\text{lymphangitis} = "Yes" \text{ and } \text{lymphadenopathy} = "Yes") \text{ or } \\
(\text{lymphangitis} = "Yes" \text{ and } \text{redness} = "Yes") \text{ or } (\text{lymphangitis} = "Yes" \text{ and } \\
\text{swelling} = "Yes") \text{ or } (\text{lymphangitis} = "Yes" \text{ and } \\
\text{odor\_from\_wound} = "Yes") \text{ or } (\text{lymphadenopathy} = "Yes" \text{ and } \\
\text{redness} = "Yes") \text{ or } (\text{lymphadenopathy} = "Yes" \text{ and } \text{swelling} = "Yes") \text{ or } \\
(\text{lymphadenopathy} = "Yes" \text{ and } \text{odor\_from\_wound} = "Yes") \text{ or } (\text{redness} = "Yes" \text{ and } \\
\text{odor\_from\_wound} = "Yes") \text{ or } (\text{swelling} = "Yes" \text{ and } \\
\text{odor\_from\_wound} = "Yes")
\]

Limb threatening infection:

\[
\text{cellulitis\_thickness} > 2 \text{ or } \text{lymphangitis} = "Yes" \text{ or } \\
\text{lymphadenopathy} = "Yes" \text{ or } \text{absces} = "Yes" \text{ or } (\text{ulcer\_grade} = "st3" \text{ or } \\
\text{ulcer\_grade} = "st4" \text{ or } \text{ulcer\_grade} = "st5" \text{ or } \text{edema} = "Yes" \text{ or } \\
\text{odor\_from\_wound} = "Yes" \text{ or } \text{gangrene} = "Yes" \text{ or } ((\text{osteomyelitis} = \\
"Yes" \text{ or } \text{osteomyelitis\_MRI} = "Yes" \text{ or } \text{osteomyelitis\_scan} = "Yes") \text{ and } \\
\text{positive}_\text{culture\_from\_bone} = "Yes") \text{ or } \text{purulent\_drainage} = \\
"Yes" \text{ or } (\text{SBP} < 100 \text{ and } \text{DBP} < 60) \text{ or } \text{Temp} > 38
\]
neuropathy, PVD, and/or deformity:

neuropathy = true and (hammerclaw_L = "Yes" or hammerclaw_R = "Yes" or overriding_toe_L = "Yes" or overriding_toe_R = "Yes" or mal_forefoot_L = "Yes" or mal_forefoot_R = "Yes" or mal_mid_L = "Yes" or mal_mid_R = "Yes" or mal_hind_L = "Yes" or mal_hind_R = "Yes" or pulse_popliteal_L_absent = "Yes" or pulse_popliteal_R_absent = "Yes" or pulse_femoral_L_absent = "Yes" or pulse_femoral_R_absent = "Yes" or (skin_color_blue_purple = "Yes" and (pulse_popliteal_L_diminished = "Yes" or pulse_popliteal_R_diminished = "Yes" or pulse_femoral_L_diminished = "Yes" or pulse_femoral_R_diminished = "Yes" or pulse_dorsalis_pedis_L_absent = "Yes" or pulse_dorsalis_pedis_R_absent = "Yes" or pulse_dorsalis_pedis_L_diminished = "Yes" or pulse_dorsalis_pedis_R_diminished = "Yes" or pulse_posterior_tibial_L_absent = "Yes" or pulse_posterior_tibial_R_absent = "Yes" or pulse_posterior_tibial_L_diminished = "Yes" or pulse_posterior_tibial_R_diminished = "Yes" or (skin_atrophy = "Yes" or nail_atrophy = "Yes" or devoid_hair = "Yes") and (previous_ulcer = "Yes" or previous_amputation = "Yes" or ulcer = "Yes" or ulcer_plantar_toe_L = "Yes" or ulcer_plantar_toe_R = "Yes" or ulcer_plantar_forefoot_L = "Yes" or ulcer_plantar_forefoot_R = "Yes" or ulcer_dorsal_foot_L = "Yes" or ulcer_dorsal_foot_R = "Yes" or ulcer_dorsal_toe_L = "Yes" or ulcer_dorsal_toe_R = "Yes" or ulcer_heel_L = "Yes" or ulcer_heel_R = "Yes" or ulcer_malleoli_L = "Yes" or ulcer_malleoli_R = "Yes" or ulcer_multiple_foot_area_L = "Yes" or ulcer_multiple_foot_area_R = "Yes" or ulcer_plantar_midfoot_L = "Yes" or ulcer_plantar_midfoot_R = "Yes") != true
neuropathy==true:

neuropathy=true and ( hammerclaw_L = "Yes" or hammerclaw_R = "Yes" or overriding_toe_L = "Yes" or overriding_toe_R = "Yes" or mal_forefoot_L = "Yes" or mal_forefoot_R = "Yes" or mal_mid_L = "Yes" or mal_mid_R = "Yes" or mal_hind_L = "Yes" or mal_hind_R = "Yes" or pulse_popliteal_L_absent = "Yes" or pulse_popliteal_R_absent = "Yes" or pulse_femoral_L_absent = "Yes" or pulse_femoral_R_absent = "Yes" or (skin_color_blue_purple = "Yes" and (pulse_popliteal_L_diminished = "Yes" or pulse_popliteal_R_diminished = "Yes" or pulse_femoral_L_diminished = "Yes" or pulse_femoral_R_diminished = "Yes" or pulse_dorsalis_pedis_L_absent = "Yes" or pulse_dorsalis_pedis_R_absent = "Yes" or pulse_dorsalis_pedis_L_diminished = "Yes" or pulse_dorsalis_pedis_R_diminished = "Yes" or pulse_posterior_tibial_L_absent = "Yes" or pulse_posterior_tibial_R_absent = "Yes" or pulse_posterior_tibial_L_diminished = "Yes" or pulse_posterior_tibial_R_diminished = "Yes") or (edema = "Yes" and (skin_atrophy = "Yes" or nail_atrophy = "Yes" or devoid_hair = "Yes")) != true and (previous_ulcer = "Yes" or previous_amputation = "Yes" or ulcer = "Yes" or ulcer_plantar_toe_L = "Yes" or ulcer_plantar_toe_R = "Yes" or ulcer_plantar_forefoot_L = "Yes" or ulcer_plantar_forefoot_R = "Yes" or ulcer_dorsal_foot_L = "Yes" or ulcer_dorsal_foot_R = "Yes" or ulcer_dorsal_toe_L = "Yes" or ulcer_dorsal_toe_R = "Yes" or ulcer_heel_L = "Yes" or ulcer_heel_R = "Yes" or ulcer_malleoli_L = "Yes" or ulcer_malleoli_R = "Yes" or ulcer_multiple_foot_area_L = "Yes" or ulcer_multiple_foot_area_R = "Yes" or ulcer_plantar_midfoot_L = "Yes" or ulcer_plantar_midfoot_R = "Yes") != true
no Charcot:

( (mal_forefoot_L = "Yes" or mal_forefoot_R = "Yes" or mal_mid_L = "Yes" or mal_mid_R = "Yes" or mal_hind_L = "Yes" or mal_hind_R = "Yes") and redness = "Yes" and swelling = "Yes") != true

no infection:

(positive_culture = "Yes" or positive_culture_from_bone = "Yes" or gangrene = "Yes" or ulcer_margins_infected = "Yes" or ulcer_margins_necrotic = "Yes" or ulcer_margins_clean = "No" or ulcer_grade = "st3" or ulcer_grade = "st4" or ulcer_grade = "st5" or (lymphangitis = "Yes" and lymphadenopathy = "Yes") or (lymphangitis = "Yes" and redness = "Yes") or (lymphangitis = "Yes" and swelling = "Yes") or (lymphangitis = "Yes" and odor_from_wound = "Yes") or (lymphadenopathy = "Yes" and redness = "Yes") or (lymphadenopathy = "Yes" and swelling = "Yes") or (lymphadenopathy = "Yes" and odor_from_wound = "Yes") or (redness = "Yes" and swelling = "Yes") or (redness = "Yes" and odor_from_wound = "Yes") or (swelling = "Yes" and odor_from_wound = "Yes")) != true

no inflammation:

(positive_culture = "Yes" or positive_culture_from_bone = "Yes" or gangrene = "Yes" or ulcer_margins_infected = "Yes" or ulcer_margins_necrotic = "Yes" or ulcer_margins_clean = "No" or ulcer_grade = "st3" or ulcer_grade = "st4" or ulcer_grade = "st5" or (lymphangitis = "Yes" and lymphadenopathy = "Yes") or (lymphangitis = "Yes" and redness = "Yes") or (lymphangitis = "Yes" and swelling = "Yes") or (lymphangitis = "Yes" and odor_from_wound = "Yes") or (lymphadenopathy = "Yes" and redness = "Yes") or (lymphadenopathy = "Yes" and swelling = "Yes") or (lymphadenopathy = "Yes" and odor_from_wound = "Yes") or (lymphadenopathy = "Yes" and redness = "Yes") or (lymphadenopathy = "Yes" and swelling = "Yes") or (lymphadenopathy = "Yes" and odor_from_wound = "Yes") or (lymphadenopathy = "Yes" and redness = "Yes") or (lymphadenopathy = "Yes" and swelling = "Yes") or (lymphadenopathy = "Yes" and odor_from_wound = "Yes") or
(redness = "Yes" and swelling = "Yes") or (redness = "Yes" and odor_from_wound = "Yes") or (swelling = "Yes" and odor_from_wound = "Yes")) != true

no neuropathy:

neuropathy != true and (previous_ulcer = "Yes" or previous_amputation = "Yes" or ulcer_plantar_toe_L = "Yes" or ulcer_plantar_toe_R = "Yes" or ulcer_plantar_forefoot_L = "Yes" or ulcer_plantar_forefoot_R = "Yes" or ulcer_dorsal_foot_L = "Yes" or ulcer_dorsal_foot_R = "Yes" or ulcer_dorsal_toe_L = "Yes" or ulcer_dorsal_toe_R = "Yes" or ulcer_heel_L = "Yes" or ulcer_heel_R = "Yes" or ulcer_malleoli_L = "Yes" or ulcer_malleoli_R = "Yes" or ulcer_multiple_foot_area_L = "Yes" or ulcer_multiple_foot_area_R = "Yes" or ulcer_plantar_midfoot_L = "Yes" or ulcer_plantar_midfoot_R = "Yes") != true

no pulses:

pulse_popliteal_L_absent = "Yes" or pulse_popliteal_R_absent = "Yes" or pulse_femoral_L_absent = "Yes" or pulse_femoral_R_absent = "Yes" or pulse_popliteal_L_diminished = "Yes" or pulse_popliteal_R_diminished = "Yes" or pulse_femoral_L_diminished = "Yes" or pulse_femoral_R_diminished = "Yes" or ((pulse_dorsalis_pedis_L_absent = "Yes" or pulse_dorsalis_pedis_L_diminished = "Yes") and (pulse_posterior_tibial_L_absent = "Yes" or pulse_posterior_tibial_L_diminished = "Yes")) or ((pulse_dorsalis_pedis_R_absent = "Yes" or pulse_dorsalis_pedis_R_diminished = "Yes") and (pulse_posterior_tibial_R_absent = "Yes" or pulse_posterior_tibial_R_diminished = "Yes"))
no PVD:

(pulse_popliteal_L_absent = "Yes" or pulse_popliteal_R_absent = "Yes" or pulse_femoral_L_absent = "Yes" or pulse_femoral_R_absent = "Yes" or (skin_color_blue_purple = "Yes" and pulse_popliteal_L_diminished = "Yes" or pulse_popliteal_R_diminished = "Yes" or pulse_femoral_L_diminished = "Yes" or pulse_femoral_R_diminished = "Yes" or pulse_dorsalis_pedis_L_absent = "Yes" or pulse_dorsalis_pedis_R_absent = "Yes" or pulse_dorsalis_pedis_L_diminished = "Yes" or pulse_dorsalis_pedis_R_diminished = "Yes" or pulse_posterior_tibial_L_absent = "Yes" or pulse_posterior_tibial_R_absent = "Yes" or pulse_posterior_tibial_L_diminished = "Yes" or pulse_posterior_tibial_R_diminished = "Yes") or (edema = "Yes" and (skin_atrophy = "Yes" or nail_atrophy = "Yes" or devoid_hair = "Yes"))) != true

no ulceration:

(u ulcer = "Yes" or ulcer_plantar_toe_L = "Yes" or ulcer_plantar_toe_R = "Yes" or ulcer_plantar_forefoot_L = "Yes" or ulcer_plantar_forefoot_R = "Yes" or ulcer_dorsal_foot_L = "Yes" or ulcer_dorsal_foot_R = "Yes" or ulcer_dorsal_toe_L = "Yes" or ulcer_dorsal_toe_R = "Yes" or ulcer_heel_L = "Yes" or ulcer_heel_R = "Yes" or ulcer_malleoli_L = "Yes" or ulcer_malleoli_R = "Yes" or ulcer_multiple_foot_area_L = "Yes" or ulcer_multiple_foot_area_R = "Yes" or ulcer_plantar_midfoot_L = "Yes" or ulcer_plantar_midfoot_R = "Yes") != true

Non Limb-threatening infection:
(cellulitis_thickness > 2 or lymphangitis = "Yes" or
lymphadenopathy = "Yes" or abscess = "Yes" or (ulcer_grade = "st3"
or ulcer_grade = "st4" or ulcer_grade = "st5") or edema = "Yes" or
odor_from_wound = "Yes" or gangrene = "Yes" or ((osteomyelitis ="Yes" or osteomyelitis_MRI = "Yes" or osteomyelitis_scan = "Yes")
and positive_culture_from_bone = "Yes") or purulent_drainage =
"Yes" or (SBP < 100 and DBP < 60) or Temp > 38) != true

normal non invasive tests:

\[ \text{ABI}_{\text{gt\_1\_3}} = \text{"Yes" or referral\_vascular} = \text{true} \]

Previous ulcer or amputation:

\[ \text{previous\_ulcer = \"Yes\" or previous\_amputation = \"Yes\" or ulcer = \"Yes\" or ulcer\_plantar\_toe\_L = \"Yes\" or ulcer\_plantar\_toe\_R = \"Yes\"}
\[ \text{or ulcer\_plantar\_forefoot\_L = \"Yes\" or ulcer\_plantar\_forefoot\_R = \"Yes\" or ulcer\_dorsal\_foot\_L = \"Yes\" or ulcer\_dorsal\_foot\_R = \"Yes\"
\[ \text{or ulcer\_dorsal\_toe\_L = \"Yes\" or ulcer\_dorsal\_toe\_R = \"Yes\" or ulcer\_heel\_L = \"Yes\" or ulcer\_heel\_R = \"Yes\" or ulcer\_malleoli\_L = \"Yes\" or ulcer\_malleoli\_R = \"Yes\" or ulcer\_multiple\_foot\_area\_L = \"Yes\" or ulcer\_multiple\_foot\_area\_R = \"Yes\" or ulcer\_plantar\_midfoot\_L = \"Yes\" or ulcer\_plantar\_midfoot\_R = \"Yes\"

pulses:

\[ \text{(pulse\_popliteal\_L\_absent = \"Yes\" or pulse\_popliteal\_R\_absent = \"Yes\" or pulse\_femoral\_L\_absent = \"Yes\" or pulse\_femoral\_R\_absent = \"Yes\" or pulse\_popliteal\_L\_diminished = \"Yes\" or pulse\_popliteal\_R\_diminished = \"Yes\" or pulse\_femoral\_L\_diminished = \"Yes\" or pulse\_femoral\_R\_diminished = \"Yes\" or ((pulse\_dorsalis\_pedis\_L\_absent = \"Yes\" or pulse\_dorsalis\_pedis\_L\_diminished = \"Yes\")) and} \]
(pulse_posterior_tibial_L_absent = "Yes" or pulse_posterior_tibial_L_diminished = "Yes") or 
((pulse_dorsalis PEDIS R_absent = "Yes" or pulse_dorsalis PEDIS R_diminished = "Yes") and 
(pulse_posterior_tibial R_absent = "Yes" or pulse_posterior_tibial R_diminished = "Yes")) != true

PVD:

pulse_popliteal_L_absent = "Yes" or pulse_popliteal_R_absent = "Yes" or pulse_femoral_L_absent = "Yes" or pulse_femoral_R_absent = "Yes" or (skin_color_blue_purple = "Yes" and 
(pulse_popliteal_L_diminished = "Yes" or pulse_popliteal_R_diminished = "Yes" or 
pulse_femoral_L_diminished = "Yes" or pulse_femoral_R_diminished = "Yes" or 
pulse_dorsalis_pedis_L_absent = "Yes" or pulse_dorsalis_pedis_R_absent = "Yes" or 
pulse_dorsalis_pedis_L_diminished = "Yes" or pulse_dorsalis_pedis_R_diminished = "Yes" or 
pulse_posterior_tibial_L_absent = "Yes" or pulse_posterior_tibial_R_absent = "Yes" or 
pulse_posterior_tibial_L_diminished = "Yes" or pulse_posterior_tibial_R_diminished = "Yes" or 
(edema = "Yes" and (skin_atrophy = "Yes" or nail_atrophy = "Yes" or devoid_hair = "Yes")))

second antibiotics working:

antibiotics_effect = "Yes" and (ulcer_grade = "st0" or ulcer_grade = "st1" or ulcer_grade = "st2") and ((ulcer_margins_infected = "No" and ulcer_margins_necrotic = "No") or ulcer_margins_clean = "Yes")

second antibiotics not working:
(antibiotics_effect = "Yes" and ulcer_grade = "st0" or ulcer_grade = "st1" or ulcer_grade = "st2") and ((ulcerMarginsInfected = "No" and ulcerMarginsNecrotic = "No") or ulcerMarginsClean = "Yes") != true

severity classified:
ulcer_grade = "st0" or ulcer_grade = "st1" or ulcer_grade = "st2" or ulcer_grade = "st3" or ulcer_grade = "st4" or ulcer_grade = "st5"

st < 2:
ulcer_grade = "st1" or ulcer_grade = "st0"

st = 2:
ulcer_grade = "st2"

st >= 3:
ulcer_grade = "st3" or ulcer_grade = "st4" or ulcer_grade = "st5"

ulceration:
ulcer = "Yes" or ulcer_plantar_toe_L = "Yes" or ulcer_plantar_toe_R = "Yes" or ulcer_plantar_forefoot_L = "Yes" or ulcer_plantar_forefoot_R = "Yes" or ulcer_dorsal_foot_L = "Yes" or ulcer_dorsal_foot_R = "Yes" or ulcer_dorsal_toe_L = "Yes" or ulcer_dorsal_toe_R = "Yes" or ulcer_heel_L = "Yes" or ulcer_heel_R = "Yes" or ulcer_malleoli_L = "Yes" or ulcer_malleoli_R = "Yes" or ulcer_multiple_foot_area_L = "Yes" or ulcer_multiple_foot_area_R = "Yes" or ulcer_plantar_midfoot_L = "Yes" or ulcer_plantar_midfoot_R = "Yes"
The main focus is on comparing the performance of different frameworks and models in terms of precision and recall. The evaluation was conducted using a dataset that includes a variety of scenarios. The results show that GLIF3 and SAGE perform better than RIM, particularly in terms of precision. However, the comparison is based on limited data and further research is needed to draw more conclusive results.
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